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1: Paris Events | October | Paris Insiders Guide
Paris is a magical city â€” from the the Eiffel Tower, the Louvre and the Arc de Triomphe to not-to-miss activities like a
Seine River dinner cruise, a visit to Versailles, or a night at Moulin Rouge.

But you have to be smart about it. Here is some food for thought about how to plan for and enjoy your time in
Paris. Do you have to vacation during peak tourist times, or is there some flexibility? Say you want to take the
family to Paris and it has to be during summer break. School ends the third week of June. Late June into
mid-July is a much better time to be in Paris, than August. Actually, any time is better than August, when
chances are, it will be swelteringly hot. August is also the time when Paris feels like it is inhabited more by
tourists than by Parisians. Many shops and restaurants close and Parisians head for family retreats in the
country, yes, for the whole month. There are still eleven months left in the year to work yourself to the bone.
My advice, get out your bikini and head for Hawaii instead. So, choose dates wisely. If your heart is set on a
particular boutique hotel on the Left Bank, you might want to avoid Fashion Weeks, when anyone who has
any connection to the clothing industry, comes to Paris to see or work the shows. The city becomes one huge
convention center for the rag trade. You might discover a particular festival or art exhibit that piques your
interest, and build your trip around that. Flying time from Los Angeles to Paris takes somewhere between 11
and 12 hours. My sinuses revolt, my skin needs constant emollient, and sleeping upright, wedged securely
between two giant people, is torture. What a difference a class makes. Seats that become beds and the luxury
of space, champagne before lift-off. I do feel a bit guilty about all the people squished into Economy, but that
lasts for about a minute. I use my credit card for daily transactions because it earns me miles on United.
Consider next, the most practical time of day to travel. I try and book my flights so that I can arrive in Paris,
mid-day. Having part of the day and all of the night, helps me get over the time difference. By midnight, my
body is ready for sleep. Paris is not immune to gridlock. Another factor to be aware of when it comes to air
travel, is that the baggage handling sector of the industry has been severely impacted by the restrictions of
items allowed in carry-on luggage. There are too many bags being checked and not enough bodies to sort them
and get them to their intended destinations. Plus some planes are simply too small to carry extra weight. Bags
routinely get left behind, to be loaded onto a less-crowded flight. Make a list of things you absolutely need to
get through the first 24 hours of your trip and take them onboard with you. That includes medications, phone
chargers, laptop batteries, essential toiletries, underwear, reading glasses, lip balm, outer wear, basically
anything that will cause you to flip out if it goes missing for a day. Word is, that carriers will be cutting back
on flights even more, which will make it increasingly difficult to fly when you want to fly. Next, what are
your top choices for hotels? First decide which arrondisement, or neighborhood, best suits your purposes. If
you plan to spend most of your time at the Musee du Louvre and love the Jardin des Tuileries, look for hotels
in the 1st arrondisement. There are enough lodging choices to fit every budget, in every part of the city. For
instance, some hotels advertise that they have elevators, but they only service certain floors. Be sure, if this is
important to you, that your room is indeed on a floor reachable by lift. Whatever it is that you have requested,
twin beds rather than a double, bathroom with a tub as well as a shower, quiet room on the courtyard rather
than the noisy one facing the street, get it in writing. Sometimes even the most competent receptionists make
mistakes. Keep in mind also, that what is considered to be standard in an American mid-priced hotel room,
might be a luxury item in another country. It is possible, for an added fee, to expedite the matter. If you have a
passport, check to make sure the expiration date is not approaching. In fact, make two copies of another photo
I. Put one set of copies in your suitcase and leave the other set with someone who can be called in case you
lose absolutely everything and need to retrieve numbers. Staple that to your passport info and stash it in your
suitcase. Anyone who has had the misfortune of losing travel documents or wallets abroad, will attest to the
fact that replacement is challenging. Back it up before you pack it up. Pack what you need, including over-the
â€”counter products used on a fairly regular base, separated and marked in little bags or containers. If
ibuprophen is the only analgesic that cures your headaches, bring it. Do you have a sensitive stomach? My
doctor likes me to travel with a broad-spectrum antibiotic, just in case airplane air infects me with something
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really dreadful. Check to see if restaurants you would like to dine in, have websites and email addresses. Are
you interested in a discount museum pass? Do you plan to travel by train at all? The earlier you organize how
to keep things going while you are gone, the more relaxed about traveling you can be. Make arrangements for
mail collection and any special circumstances, like a way to make a payment on something coming due while
you are away. Travel with an extra check or two. FedEx comes in mighty handy. Even though it might be
summer, an unseasonably cold air mass from the North could be heading straight for Paris. Should you bring a
warmer jacket? Clean the place up, manage piles, leave it tidy. It feels really good, coming home to a clean
space. A big mess makes for a stressful homecoming. Errands a There is always way too much to do, the day
before a trip. There is however, a way to control the chaos. Make a list of things that can be done two weeks
from departure. Count down daily, biting off an errand or task each day. What about the skirt you would like
to take, which needs to be tailored? Make another list, one week out. Take charge of the minutiae. On the last
day, you should be left with whatever can only be done then. It should be durable and weatherproof
considering how many times it is going to be opened and closed and stuffed into jacket pockets and bags. A
good map illustrates all streets, not just the major thoroughfares and includes a diagram of the Metro system.
Perhaps a hotel concierge has gone out of his way to secure two tickets to a coveted event. Offering a small
token of appreciation, a souvenir from your home town, or maybe something hand-made, is a very nice
gesture. If you live in Hawaii, corny as it seems, a surfboard keychain given to the girl behind the counter at
your favorite boulangerie, might bring a smile to her face every time she unlocks her door. Attacking The
Packing a If packing drives you crazy, start organizing your gear super early. Packing wisely takes discipline
and planning. Choose versatile items of clothing which can make the transition from casual to dressy. If you
have three sweaters in contention, eliminate one. If you are staying in one place for a couple of days at least,
bring packets of detergent with you and plan to wash undergarments and quick-drying items which are great
choices for travel anyway in the bathroom sink and hang them up to dry. Take the smallest suitcase you can
get away with. Hotel rooms can be tight, taxis are small, streets are narrow. Your back will thank you for
traveling light. And come on, this is Paris, fashion capital of the world. Pack a scrunchable, nylon duffle bag
inside your luggage. The bag can be filled with soft, lightweight items that take up precious space, on your
return trip. Cram it into an outside pocket or some awkwardly packed crevice inside your suitcase, and enjoy
the flexibility of having more room for mementos and acquisitions. If not, consider figuring out a way to bring
yours along, especially if you suffer from chronic back or neck pain. Hotel pillows are often disappointingly
inferior slabs of unyielding foam. Having your very own best pillow in the world to lay your head upon, could
be tres, tres bien. Decide on a place for everything and put it back into exactly the same spot each time. Most
luggage has outside pockets and inside zippered compartments. One can buy very item-specific travel
accessories which enhance accessibility and space ultilization, such as compartmentalized toiletry bags which
fold up nicely and can be hung on bathroom hooks. Take the time to design your traveling Universe. Once you
leave the comfort zone of home, your bag on wheels rolling is the only way to go can either frustrate, or
comfort you. Is there a logical place to slip shoes into, where they will not soil clothing?
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2: City Insiders Paris - All You Need to Know BEFORE You Go (with Photos) - TripAdvisor
Paris-Insider is for all of us who love Paris. Paris-Insider will guide you through the well-known and not so well-known
attractions, from a unique perspective.

Presidential Suite at the George Cinq. Le Georges V This Golden Triangle mainstay is difficult to top in terms
of luxury, service and price. Though part of the Four Seasons group since , everyone still calls it the George
Cinq. Foodies may feel especially comfortable: Housed in a 17th-century building, the 17 rooms of this
Marais hotel were individually and flamboyantly decorated by Christian Lacroix. Are the heart-shaped mirrors
a bit much? Maybe, but this is the best of Paris. Budget Coolest of the coolest. If you want "real" best of Paris,
this is it. For a more DIY experience -- and more budget options -- try airbnb. Dining A few guidelines will
help you navigate this fabulous food city: Bistros and restaurants have specific opening hours for lunch and
dinner, and are usually closed at least one day a week. For lunch on the go, most bakeries sell sandwiches -for the best bread, look for the words "Artisan Boulanger" on the sign. If you have dietary restrictions, be sure
to mention it on the phone. Many of the best young chefs in Paris have passed through this kitchen. The dining
room mercifully lacks the frou-frou that comes with so many of Parisian three-stars. This is what a
contemporary Parisian restaurant looks like. Mini Palais Mini Palais bills itself as a modern brasserie, feeding
a chic crowd with a menu that manages to be both gourmand and plenty of fun. Call exactly 30 days before
you want to eat here. As an alternative to one of those street stalls, this superb Marais address serves perfect,
lacy buckwheat galettes with organic fillings and a range of easy-drinking ciders. Nightlife Experimental
Cocktail Club Cocktail culture in Paris got a jumpstart when this speakeasy-ish bar opened, serving seriously
well-crafted drinks -- both new and old school -- to a friendly crowd that gets younger and hipper as the night
wears on. Both make it worthwhile. Hemingway drank here not everyone approves of the current incarnation
and some stories pin it as the birthplace of the Bloody Mary. Those too young to remember the Eighties
clamber into concept store Colette to pick up a Lanvin iPad case or a late-model Polaroid. Ceramicists Astier
de Villate is good for a chic tabletop. And good picks for edible souvenir shopping. From here you can walk to
the Luxembourg Gardens or stroll the St.
3: TIPS FOR TRIPS | Paris-Insider
Those harboring serious cheese fantasies will be disappointed to know that the number of independent fromageries in
Paris has fallen by half in the past 20 years. Luckily, one of the country's.

4: Skip tourist traps and explore Paris with locals | City Insiders Paris
Since , the aim of Paris Insider's Guide has been to help English-speaking foreigners to feel at home in the French
capital, giving them useful addresses, tips for everyday life and an invitation to a museum in the paper version.

5: | Travel + Leisure
High quality abayas designed and made in Dubai. Insider-Paris provide trendy and large variety of abayas: luxurious,
casual, modest and even more.

6: An Insider's Guide to Paris with SÃ©zane founder, Morgane Sezalory | The Everygirl
The Paris Insiders Pass - Save Money & Skip the Lines The Paris Insiders Pass gives you free entrance to museums
and lets you skip the long ticket lines! Plus, you get to ride the Metro & buses for free.

7: Insiders Corp | FCPA Risk and Compliance
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On the quiet Rue de Babylone in Paris' Seventh Arrondissement, tucked behind a wall among trees, vines, and
neighboring buildings, is a red, brown, and green Japanese pagoda accented with.

8: Paris Insiders Guide by Caterina Zangrando
Skip tourist traps and mass tourism, and visit Paris through alternative and authentic tours with locals.

9: Abayas | FRANCE | Insider Paris
In Paris, there's something special in every arrondissement. French insiders share tips on hotels, restaurants, museums
and other things to do.
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